### Bona SuperCourt® HD
- **Water Polymeric** 275 500-600 sq.ft. 2-3* HRS YES NO**

### Bona SuperCourt® OPTUM™
- **Water Polymeric** 275 500-600 sq.ft. 2-3* HRS NO NO**

### Bona SuperCourt® ONE
- **Water Polymeric** 145 500-600 sq.ft. 2-3* HRS NO NO**

### Bona SuperCourt® Poly 350
- **Oil Polyurethane** 350 600 sq.ft. 18-24* HRS NO YES

### Bona SuperCourt® Poly 450
- **Oil Polyurethane** 450 600 sq.ft. 12-16* HRS NO YES

### Bona SuperCourt® Poly
- **Oil Polyurethane** 500 600 sq.ft. 8-12* HRS NO YES

* Environmental jobsite conditions (temp and RH) can vary dry times
** No abrasion needed if coated within 48 hours of initial coat

---

**Bona SuperCourt Optum is available through 350 Diversey, Inc. distributors across North America.**

---

Bona’s industry-leading waterborne finishes are GREENGUARD Gold Certified for indoor air quality.
THE BONA SYSTEM™: JanSan

When you choose the Bona System for your athletic wood floor recoating and maintenance needs, you’re not only getting superior product solutions from abrasives and finishes, to mops and cleaners, you’re also receiving the best service and expertise in the industry.